
April 8, 2018

ADOPTED 
ARIEL, RUSS, EMELIA

NEW ARRIVALS 
MAYA

REMINDER: SIGN-UP TO WALK! 
CLICK HERE!

Adopted - Ariel, Russ, Emelia (not pictured)

New - Maya
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In loving memory of Allie Cantarella 9.5.05 – 4.3.18

It is with a heavy heart that long-time volunteer Elisa Cantarella 
along with her husband Lou lost their beloved Allie to her second battle 
with cancer.  

Allie was approximately one year old when she came to PAWS and 
was adopted out for four years. During that time Elisa and Lou 
adopted another long-time PAWS resident Sadie (a Pittie) knowing she 
had cancer. Lou’s famous quote when Elisa started volunteering was 
“I’ll never have a pit bull in my house,” well Sadie won his heart and 
the rest was history. Sadie passed in October 2009.   

As fate would have it Allie came back to the shelter the beginning of 
2010 and while she was out they named her Sadie. During April of 
2010 Carol Merritt called Elisa and asked if she could bring Allie over. 
While Allie was there Lou said “now this is the type of dog I could 
have,” she spent the night, and again the rest is history.  

Elisa and Lou want to thank PAWS and all the volunteers for 
their devotion and love of the animals that come into the shelter 
while they wait to select their forever homes. Elisa and Lou said 
they have been blessed with two amazing girls and for that they 
will be forever thankful. 

Rest in Peace Allieoop-e.  
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Happy Tails
Shorty 

I thought it was time to send more pix of our little Shortcakes!  At 2 1/2 
years old, he has gone from what all who knew him lovingly described as 
a “handful” to the calmest, sweetest dog!  He is so friendly with everyone 
he meets, human and canine.   

Here he is with us at Compo Beach on Saturday (last day dogs are 
allowed until October), on Easter Sunday with his bunny, and today 

before his walk, wearing his sister Truffle’s pink sweater (! " # she’s 
looking down and smiling at this)!  It actually looks cute on him and 
matches his nose, which has started to turn pink over the last few 
months. 

We are so proud of him and enjoy every minute together.  Happy Spring 
- at least the snow is melting! 

Best, Sue and Steve
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Happy Tails

Tessa (formerly Emelia) 

Emelia (now Tessa) is doing amazing! She's the perfect fit for us and she's very quickly becoming 
comfortable and confident in her new home. She's already picked up a few commands and she seems like 
she's really enjoying her life with us. Her bed is one of her favorite spots in the house. If she's not at our feet 
she's on her bed.

Paw Prints Share your pictures! Send to: cindy@pawsct.org 

Caleb (Photos: Gian M)
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Paw Prints Share your pictures! Send to: cindy@pawsct.org 

Mia, Elsa, Jasmine (Photos: Felicia G, Sophie K, Gian M)


